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Wind Versus Plutonium: A Comparison 

8Y ARJUN MAKHIJANI 
Based on the 1999 IEER Report by Marc F w . ,  W d  Power V w s  Plutonium' 

n theory, wind or plutonium could provide a long-term energy I source for humaniw. Plutonium has evident proliferation and 
environmental liabilities, which have been documented in many 
IEER publications? Long-term emnomics therefore would geem to 

be the only fador favoring plutonium. In order to examine this faaor in 
. detail, IEER prepared a study comparhg plutonium and wind as 
; energy~,wbichindudeda*rsestudyonJap.Wecho~Japan 
. because it has a relatively low potential for land-based wind energy and 

a high-ppulation dea9ity. If we leave aside the question of conse- 
auenm of accidents, the land reauknents of wind e n w  are 
&nsiderably larger &an for a gonomy, n-3 the 
economic comparison turned out favorably for wind, the conclusion 
could be gen@ralized to many other countries and areas relatively easily, 

. IEER used offshore wind power technology in its comparisons 
k u s e  placing turbines offshore addresses many of the environmen- 

. tal issues that have heen raised with wind pwer. S p d h l l y ,  t h ie  
ontion can be used in countries and areas with severe land c o d t s ,  . -=--- - 

, such as Japan. O&ore wind power plants have been succe8sfully : W d  turbine at Tune Knob, the d o@xm : 
operated in Denmark, G m ,  and Sweden, starting in 1991. dfam built in DsmMIk. Tune Knob, 

: Over the past half a century, h w  amounts of resources have been commiarioned in 1995, was built in a fm : 
spent worldwide in developing plutonium as an energy source while ~ v a l  shooting rmgc (Green- IntsmatioM1) 
the efforts to develop wind power have 
been far more meager. Tens of billions of E 0 I T 0 1 I A I 

. dollars have heen spent on breeder r-rs 
: alone. These reactors convert non-Wde : End plutonium Fuel prOgritmS ' 
. umuium-238, which is telatively plentiful . 

innaturebutnotausefulreactorfue1,to . B Y  ARJUN MAKHI~ANII 
. Wile plutonium-239, at a rate that yields . :F  or over M f  a century, the nuclear establishment has promised 

a net inaease supply of fissile material the world energy from plutonium. It was to be plentiful in 
. due to reactor operation. Additional tens . supply, lasting into the indefite future and, in the 19508, even 
: of b i n s  of dollars have been spent on "too cheap to meter." After tens of b i o n s  of dollars in 
- reprocessing, a technology used to research and development expenditures and little to show for it, 
, separate and recover plutonium from programs for the use of plutonium must be viewed as failures. 

irradiated reactor fuel. Yet, plutonium is . Plutonium is now widely recognized as an uneconomic fuel. It is . 
: nowhere near commercialization. Even not competitive with uranium and is highly unlikely to be in the 

Electricitk de Frame, the world's largest . foteseeable future. The kw ~lutonium fuel technolom, the breeder . . - -. 
, user of plutonium (MOX) reactor, converts uranium-238, which is not 

fuel, and British Nuclear a nuclear reactor fuel, into plutonium-239. 
' Fuels Limited, the British which is. However, breeder reactors have a . 

reprocessing company, Biological EKem of Ionizing dismal record, especially given the amounts : 
1 attribute a zero value to their Radiation (BEIR Vm letter ............. of resources that have been poured into 

plutonium stocks. Sustainable Technology Pmfle: them. Of the 2,600 megawarn of breeder I There reactor capacity in the mid-1990s, almost . 
viable plutonium breeder half was in a single reactor in France, 

' reactor program in any SEE END PLUTONIUM FUEL PROGRAMS 
O N  PAGE 2 

PLUTONIUM PAGE 7 ENDNOTES. PAGE 9 . 
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: Superphenix, which has since been shut (see main article on wind 
power on page 1). 

Moreover, the process used to separate plutonium from irradiated I +A 
reactor fuel, called reprocessing, is in many ways the dirtiest part of the 

6931 i.ml kmw, WkZR4 
nuclear fuel cycle. It has been responsible for extensive pollution of the TAWS hh W 8)912, W 
seas, rivers, and soil. It has resulted in highly radioactive Lipuid waste, . PbOBI: 1305) 290-3506 

F~X: (501 jno-m which must be stored in tanks. Among the problems posed by these 
tanks is the risk of catastrophic explosions, such as that which occurred . .or4 

%b sdria: wv11k.ar6 
in a military high-level waste tank in the Soviet Union in 1957. A 
complete electrical power failure at the French reprocessing plant at La 

: Hague in April 1980 could have resulted in a similar disaster but 
fortunately did not because a spare generator was found offsite. 

: The recent accident at the Tokaimura plant, in the processing of 
mediun-enriched uranium fuel for Japan's experimental breeder 

: reactor, provides another illustration, if one were needed, of the 
immaturity of the program, despite decades of effort. Japan's regula- 

; tory system was not up to the task of ensuring that there were - appropriate radiation measuring devices, evacuation plans, or worker 
training. It is clearly unprepared for the added burden of ensuring the 
safety of commercial reactors fueled with plutonium in mixed with 

': uranium-238. (Fresh fuel containing uranium-235 and uranium-238 is 
currently used). A severe accident in such a reactor would imperil not 

: only local people with fallout, but much of East Asia as well. 
The use of plutonium fuel also puts weapons-usable plutonium 

: into circulation in the commercial economy which increases prolif- 
eration dangers. Currently, there are vast quantities of plutonium 

: stored at many sites. For instance, thirty metric tons of separated 
commercial plutonium sit unused in about 12,000 steel bins at the 

: Mayak complex in Russia, raising fears that some of it might wind 
up in a black market. The plutonium from just two of those bins is 

: enough to make a nuclear bomb. Now, with the Russian economy in 
severe distress, terrorism having reached the heart of Moscow, it is 
time to rapidly put plutonium into non-weapons usable forms (see 

., Energy and Security No. 3 and SDA vol. 5 no. 4), and move on to a 
safer energy future. 

While the nudear establishment has been powerful enough to secure 
continued fundine for ~lutonium as an enere, source in several coun- - .  -- 
tries, despite its dismal past and prospects, the key for alternative energy 
sources lies in their economics. Our study on wind power shows that : 
improvements in technology have made wind energy more economical . 

than plutonium already, with every prospect that the relative economic . 
advantage of wind power will continue to grow in the coming years. 

Other enerw technoloeies, notablv the r a ~ i d  develo~ment of fuel -. - 
cells both as stationary electricity sources and for vehicles, have 
improved the outlook that the world can achieve economic and QaWpkMir* 
environmental goals simultaneously, if both goals are vigorously and - Cuninlw 
sensibly pursued. Wind power and fuel cells are two of the key 
technologies. When they are put into the context of existing high- . 
efficiency technologies such as cogeneration of electricity and heat or . 

: combined cycle natural gas fired power plants (see SDA, vol. 6 
number 3, March 1998), or hybrid gasoline-electric cars (see box on 

: page 14), it can be shown that it is possible to meet a reasonable 

S E E  E N D  P L U T O N I U M  FUEL PROGRAMS O N  PAGE 9 . 
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I N S T M E  FOR ENERGY AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH 

I September 3, 1999 

Richard R. Monson M.D., Chair 
d o  Rick Jostes, Staff Officer 
Committee on the Health Risks from Exposure 
to Low Levels of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII) 
National Academy of Sciences 
2101 Constitution Avenue. NW 
Washington. D.C. 20418 

Dear Dr. Monson, 

We are writing in connection with your committee's work on assessing the effects of low- 
level radiation in the form of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR) VII review. 

We are pleased that the BEIR VII Committee has set out to "consider a large amount of 
published data ... concerning the risks to humans of exposure to low levels of ionizing radia- 
tion" (BEIR VII Project Scope). We expect that, as part of this work, the Committee will 
aamine conflicting evidence and interpretations in the process of identifying biological effects 
md risk factors. We look forward to following closely the Committee's deliberations through- 
3ut this important process and to participating in them. 

The work of past BEIR Committees has been influential in setting the tone and terms of 
the scientific debate on the issue and in the radiation standard-setting process. Therefore, we 
believe it is crucial that the full range of information and issues regarding the health effects of 
ionizing radiation be considered. The BEIR V report considered only risks of cancer, some 
aspects of genetic damage (though it did not estimate risks of "diseases of complex genetic 

( origin, which are thought to comprise the largest category of genetically-related diseases," p. 4) 
I and mental retardation arising from in-utero exposure. 
I 

I It is important that the BEIR VII process address the full range of risks that have not been 
conclusively evaluated so far. This should include risks that have come to light since the BEIR 
V report (such as the combined effects of radiation and hormonally-active agents, also called 

1 endocrine disrupters) as well as issues that could have been addressed in BEIR V, but were not. 
We have compiled a list of some of the most uucial issues that we believe you should address. 
These issues are as follows: 

Effects of radionuclides that cross the placenta: This should indude consideration of the 
effects on the developing fetus itself (e.g. miscarriages, malformations, and developmental 
effects other than mental retardation) and the effects on relevant organs at critical periods of 

SEE B E I R  L E T T E R  ON PAGE 4 
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fetal development. This study of health effects on the developing fetus should specif~cally 
include effects on development of specific organs, and the indirect effects of harm to organs 
such as the thyroid. We are especially concerned about radionudides such as iodine-131, 
carbon-14, and tritium that could become part of the fetus in ways that could profoundly 
affect its well being. For instance, tritium, being a form of hydrogen, combines with oxygen to 
form water. Tritiated water behaves chemically like ordinary water. If ingested, a fraction of it 
becomes incorporated into the cells of the body, including genetic material. Such radioactive 
water also crosses the placenta. The potential for the resultant in-utero exposure to cause 
miscarriages, birth defects, and other health problems needs to be examined. The BEIR VII 
committeeb evaluation of the risks of low-level radiation should include all such radionu- 
dides and effects. If there are gaps in present knowledge, these should be identifled clearly 
and their implications should be spelled out. 

Effects of radiation on female fetuses: Considering that ova are formed once per lifetime 
during females' fetal development, the Committee should evaluate the effects of radiation on 
the reproductive system of female fetuses and the passible effect of such radiation on the 
children of females irradiated in this way. 

Effects of organically-bound radionu&: Radionudides such as tritium or carbon-14 can 
become part of the DNA. Upon radioactive decay, they transmute into otha elements. (Tritium 
becomes helium-3 and carbon-14 becomes lit~ogen-14.) Such tnmnutation events could adversely 
affect the DNA. The potential health effects of s u c h ~ u t a t i m  need to be evaluated. 

Synergistic effects: Exposure to radiation is sometimes coupled with exposure to other 
hazardous substances. The Committee should consider health effects caused by combined 
exposure to radioactive and non-radioactive substances. Special attention should be given to 
substances such as hormonally active agents that affect the hormonal system and the possibiil- 
ity that such disruption might increase the risk of cancer and other diseases arising from 
radiation exposure. Conversely, radiation exposure might damage the endocrine system, 
thereby increasing vulnerability to other disease-producing agents in the environment. The 
possibility of variability of such risks depending on age of exposure (and whether exposure 
takes place in-utero) should also be considered. 

F Data integrity and quality: Worker dose records of the Department of Energy and its 
predecessor agencies in the United States, the Atomic Energy Commission, are deeply flawed 
The environmental contamination records are similarly deeply flawed. We know these things 
about the United States because much of the raw data record has become public through 
lawsuits, Freedom of Information Act requests, etc. Use of studies that accept off~cial US 
worker or offsite dose estimates without evaluation of the raw data is highly questionable to 
say the least. Since the raw data in other countries are still largely secret, there is even less 
reason to accept them at face value. For instance, there is evidence that the health data in the 
former Soviet Union are questionable. The Committee should review these and related 
fundamental questions of data integrity and address whether any of this record is suitable at 
all for assessing the risks of low-level radiation, and if so how it should be used. The Com- 
mittee should also address what criteria of data quality it will apply to the information 
contained in the studies it reviews. In this context, we do not believe that it will be enough to 
simply accept peer-reviewed studies as c o m a  if they have not evaluated the soundness of t h ~  
underlying official dose and health data. Finally the impact of misdassification of radiation 
exposures and health outcomes and health-related selection factors, should be considered in 
interpreting all epidemiological studies, including studies of A-bomb survivors. 

Effects on various populations: The concept of "standard man" or "average" is often used 
to set radiation protection standards. Given the potential 1- variability of actual health 

C C C  BElR  ' C I I C D  A%,  e l r e  
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effects of radiation in Mlious populations, the Committee should assess the errors in risk 
estimates produced by the use of this concept. For instance, the age-dependence of the dose 
response relationship for various health effects should be explicitly spelled out, not only for 
children, but also for older age groups. Another example is the potential variation in sensitivity b 
low-level radiation among individuals who are othenvise of similar demographic make-up. 

In manv of these areas. it mav be that there is sirn~lv not enough knowledee to come to 
reliable sckntific conclusions. k s u c h  cases, the committee should clearly and frankly say so 
and recommend a research agenda. If possible, this should be accompanied by qualitative 
discussions of the mechanisms of potential health effects. It is of crucial importance to us that 
all areas where risk cannot be reliably calculated are dearly identified. If the types of risk can 
be qualitatively ascertained, the risks should he spelled out. If even the qualitative risks cannot 
be assessed, that condusion would also be very material. 

We have not discussed cancer-related issues above because we are presuming that the 
Committee will address the full range of relevant literature in regard to carcinogenic effects. It 
mrould be helpful if the committee published and updated frequently a list of the publications 
?at it is reviewing, so that we may be able to follow the review and add to that list, should we 
:el that to be necessary or desirable. 

We look forward to providing scientific input throughout the BEIR VII process and expect 
?at the Committee will fully address the issues we have raised as seriously as it might were 
lose same issues raised by a member of the Committee. 

We appreciate the opportunity for public comment and ask that it be expanded as needed to 
~ l l y  accommodate the issues and evidence that we want to put forth. We look forward to your 
asponse. Do let us know if you have any questions or need more information. Please address 
our questions or responses to Lisa Ledwidge or Arjun Makhijani. Thank you very much. 

I Sincerely, 

Lisa Ledwidge, Outreach Coordinator, ieer@ieer.org 
Arjun Makhijani, Ph.D., President, arjun@ieer.org 
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: history of the two energy sources, if the money devoted 
to Superphinix had been devoted to wind, the total 
generation of electricity would have exceeded that 
reactor's output by a factor of ten or more by this time. 

: Development of offshore wind energy resources 
offers the prospect of avoiding the most severe impact 
of land-based wind power: the use of large stretches of : 

. land for placement of wind turbines. Although offshore . 
construction involves additional costs, these are at least ' 

. partly offset by more constant winds and higher wind . 
' speeds, as well as elimination of land acquisition costs. 
. Less turbulent winds result in less turbine wear and . 

therefore longer turbine life. Visual impacts can be 
. reduced or eliminated by offshore wind turbine siting. 

However, offshore wind turbine siting is not free of 
possible adverse impacts. These include potential 
impacts on shipping lanes and on marine ecosystems. 

. Assessment of such impacts needs to be made an 
integral part of demonstration projects. 

The cost of electricity from offshore wind farms has 
decreased over time, from about 8.8$ to 9.9$ per 

. kilowatt-hour (kWh) for the first projects, to about 5% 
per kWh for the 1997 Bockstigen project in Sweden. 

: The offshore wind turbines have performed well and : 
their costs have declined substantially during the 1990s. 
They have also proved reliable. 

By comparison, the costs of breeder reactors have 
not declined with time or experience, even though the : 
very fust electricity ever to be generated from a nuclear 

. reactor was from a breeder reactor (the Experimental : 
Breeder Reactor I at the Idaho National Engineering 

. Laboratory in 1951). The table on this page shows a 
comparison of wind electricity costs with plutonium 
fuel use in lieht water reactors and in breeder reactors. 

WlND V E R S U S  PLUTONIUM 
. F R O M  PAGE I  

: country. The two largest operating breeder reactors in 

C_S : the yorld are in the former Soviet Union and they use 
urmum, not plutonium as a fuel. Breeder reactor 
programs have been stopped in many countries, includ- 
ing the United States, due to technical problems, cost, 

. and proliferation concerns. 
One dramatic example of the failure of breeder 

reactor was the December 1995 accident at the Monju 
breeder reactor in Japan, which was shut down due to a 

. large liquid sodium leak and h e .  The reactor fust 
achieved criticality in April 1994. Another major 
example relates to the Superphinix, once the world's 

' largest fast breeder reactor. On June 19, 1997, the 
. operator of SuperphPniv announced that the facility, 

located in France, would be permanently shut down. 
. SuperphPniv operated only 278 days of full-power 

equivalent between 1986 and 1997. Total costs of the 
Superphhix project were estimated at 60 billion francs 
(1994 francs). or about $9.1 biiion, by 1996 (before the 

. shutdown was announced).3 The decommissioning and 
post-operation costs of Superphinix alone, estimated at 

: 9.5 biiion francs (about $1.4 biion), would be enough 
to pay the capital costs for about 825 megawatts (MW) 

: of offshore wind power capacity. Further, given the 

- 
The detailed assumptions underlying these calculations 
can be round in IEER's report at http://w.ieer.org/ 

*, 

! 
- 

: - 
: reports/wind/index.html. 
. One disadvantaee of wind enerw is that it is intermit. 

- -- - - 
:MEASURING ENERGY 

W A l T  - A  metric unk used to measure the ate  ofenergy generd- 
tion or consumption. One honepower is equal to 746 watts. 

MEGAWAlT (MW) - A  common measure of generating capac- 
'ky far large power plants. Equal to one million waltr. 

JOULE - A  metric unit ofenergy, equal to one watt of power opw- 
atingfar one second. 

KILOWATCHOUR (kwh) -A unit of energy equal to 3.6 mil- 
lion joules. It is the amount of energy generated by a one-kilowatt 

. source operating for one hour: 

Cost C o m p o ~ n t  

G@td con 

]L -- I t e n t . - d e  lower capacity : " - 
. . . . . - -  

utilization - that is, a 
smaller number of hours of : 

; operation at full power 
equivalent - is fixtored into : 
the costs calculated above. 

; I  wind energy cannot be used : 
- I  j as the only or main source 

: of energy without storage : 
devices or a complementary 
supply from other sources : 
(such as solar energy and 
biomass fuels). Further, ; I  wind energy cannot be used 

11 in mad transportation 

Fuel cost 
lexcluslve of rmocerrlnrl 

M l x h l d e  (MOX) fY.1 

4.2 $ I  kwh 3.8 $ 1  kWh 7.6 $ I  kwh 

- I I 

Reprocuring c m  I k t a p p l l d l e  I 0.7$1 kwh 

Opwating and I l $ l k W h  1.5#1kWh 1.5 $1 kwh , 
Nudur wrrtr disposal I Not appllplicrblr 0.2 #I kwh O I $ I k w h  
cortrfmMOxylemf!Jel - - 
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: WIND VERSUS PLUTONIUM 
. FROM PAGE 7 

without additional investment, but same is true of 
: plutonium. 

Assuming for the sake of argument that self-sfi- 
ciency in energy is a sound goal for a country's energy 
policy, the most crucial aspect of the goal is having 
enough fuel for transportation. This is because oil is the 
most vulnerable to price fluctuations and supply instabil- 

: ity, while at the same time being very difficult to replace 
. in the short and medium term. Howarer, replacing oil 
: with either wind or plutonium requires major changes in - the transportation system so that neither energy source 

holds an a primi advantage with respect to the goal of 
automotive sector energy self-suff~ciency. 

There are two ways to use electricity - whether from 
: wind, plutonium or any other energy source - in 
' automotive transportation. It must either be used to 

power electric vehicles or converted to hydrogen for use 
' in vehicles powered by fuel cells (see page 10). 

As a result, the use of either plutonium or wind 
energy in vehicular transportation would also require 

. massive changes either by conversion to electric cars or 
by the use of fuel cells. Such changes are likely to be 

. desirable in any case for reasons of efficiency, reduction 
" of urban air pollution, and/or reduction of greenhouse . gas emissions. Currently, it appears that fuel cells, 
' which use hydrogen as a fuel, would likely be the most : efficient and least polluting way to achieve the transfor- 

mation of automotive transportation (see table on page 
12). Hence, we compared the cost of using wind with ' that of using plutonium as the energy source for a fuel 

, cell based road transport sector. 
The cost of wind-derived hydrogen, based on 5@ per 

: k w h  electricity, would be about $33 per gigajoule (GJ) : for a fuel cell powered vehicle. equivalent to $1.66 per 
t gallon for a gasoline-powered vehicle. The comparable 

cost of hydrogen from breeder reactors would be almost - twice that ($60 per GJ), possibly more. 
: Our evaluation of the long-term issues d a t e d  with 
. both wind energy and breeder reaaor tedrnology indicates 
" that, even considexkg additional costs for energy storage 

to compensate for the intermittent nature of the wind, 
wind energy is more attractive than breeder reactors. 

I CONVERSION CHART 
ENERGY UNITS 

joules 

Bculhour 3.413 

power rime 

: I WlND ENERGY UPDATE: jAPAA 

I r Fcbnury 1999, narl y ona month & IEW 
n l d  itr Wid srs. Phrmiunr sepia, the 
gvvemmatof Jap~nanno\ua?edthtlPunehd 

a rtudy of ru-bsad p w r  ~~, inchding 
o* wLul powa. Jsgessges8 M i D k t q  of 
Intanation31 Tndc and Induey uuf Transpa 
hkdstry w amaidering &ehpbr% offshwe 
trvindmin~ lad d~ fwiliflas that uuc wind t 

and wrvol to gewmtecaerlly. The mini& I 

plmtoeanyoutrescrrchtofindscvemlsitcsfu 
&pa-bucd pown- f.Eilltichd 
Bcpc tc +in €matruetion d 2002. Thc 
hor th twiar l , fmh$#~lad&rn@in 
~ u ~ m n a g t b c n i & a t o b e u r d i n  
s c k t i n g t h c ~ ~ . J l p . n p l r m r t o k c ~ c i t r  
wind power capacityto 300,000 
kbvatb in f z 2 0 1 0 ,  fmm 14.000 
Wauattr in fkd yeor tM. 

b i J i j i  b T*Mw R h w y  6, 1PPP 

Recommendations 
. Plutonium should have been written off as an energy 
: source long ago in favor of renewable sources. The 
. Paley Commission appointed by President Truman . 
: concluded that renewables were far more promising 1. 
. than nuclear power in 1952, before the era of commer- . 
: cial nuclear power had even begun. Plutonium fuel and : 0 

breeder reactors have been the largest aspect of the . 
: failure of the nudear power dream h m  every point of 

-. Now that wind energy, and espciaUy ofkhore wind . 
: energy, is economical and available, there is no conceivable : 

argument for continued public investment in plutonium . 
: energy technology. It should be stopped forthwith. 

For energy technologies that are dose to commercial- . 
: ization and are desirable on environmental and/or energy : 

security grounds, public monies should be invested in a . 
: manner that encourages both performance and invest- : 

ment of private funds in research and development to . 
I lower costs. The installation of substantial amounts of : 

wind power in the short-and medium-term as a way to . 
: reduce greenhouse gas emissions and achieve other 

environmental and non-proliferation goals is highly 
: desirable. The question is how taxpayer and ratepayer . 

resources should be invested so that the cost of achieving . 
. these desirable objectives is minimized. 

A review of the past record of government policies . 
: to encourage wind power indicates that purchase each : 

year by public authorities and/or utilities of pre- 
. specified amounts of capacity by open bid would 

achieve the desired goals of stimulating a transition to , 

. an energy future that is environmentally sound and f i  
SEE W l N D  VERSUS PLUTONIUM O N  PAGE 9 

r I 
ENDNOTES ON PAGE 9 
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W I N D  VERSUS P L U T O N I U M  
FROM PAGE 8 

does not pose proliferation risks. The government 
would specify the areas, including offshore regions, in 
advance and private parties would bid to supply 
electricity over a 15 to 20 year period at specified 
prices. This would encourage private research and 
development and performance-based competitive 
bidding that would eft~ciently use public resources and 
systematically lower costs. 

. For the United States, we propose the government 
purchase 1,000 megawatts per year of wind capacity at 
least until the vear 2010 at which mint a maior evalua- 
tion should be-completed. Sites cokd be seleaed based 
on a number of criteria such as nature of the wind 
resource, regional energy needs, sites with minimal land 
impacts, and ecosystem impads. The bids should require 
guaranteed performance over a specified paid of time. 

This would he somewhat analogous to the way in 
which leases for petroleum exploration are put up for 
bid in the United States, with the difference that in the 
case of wind the approximate size of the resource is 

: already known. Hence contracts would be for actual . 

. delivery of wind-generated electricity (rather than 
1 exploration, which is the objective in petroleum leases). 
. The US Department of Energ has announced a 
: goal of having 10,000 megawatts of wind energy on ' 

. line in the United States by the year 2010. This would . 
' be achieved mainly through tax breaks and a federal . 

. program to purchase wind energ sufficient to supply 5 . 
' percent of the federal government electricity use by the . 

. year 2010. While the goal of large increases in wind : 
' capacity by 2010 is sound, the method chosen may not . 

. result in as much cost reduction as the one suggested . 
by IEER (see IEER's wind report for a discussion). . 

1. Wind Power Vernu Plutonium: An ExamiMtion of Wind Enera Po- . 
mtial and A Cornpariron of Oflshm Wind E w a  to Plutmium Use . 

' inlapan (IEERJanuary, 1999) can beviewed atbttp://m.ieer.org/ ' 

ieer/reparts/wind/index,hhnl. All references can be found in this 1 I report, unless oth& mentioned. 
2. See lEERb web page, http://m.ieer.org for publications related . 

' toplutonium. 

3. Ecanomic data in other currencies have been converted to US dollan . 
based on purchasing power parity exchange rates. 

END P L U T O N I U M  FUEL PROGRAMS 
FROM PAGE 2 

: level of energy needs, reduce greenhouse gas emissions, 
reduce urban air pollution, and eliminate further 

- 1  proliferation and other security concerns associated 
with the present global energy system. A sound energy 

: policy that would help achieve a relatively modest 
decrease in costs of key technologies is one crucial 

: missing ingredient to enable us to link to that more 
desirable future. 

: In 1952, the Paley Commission, appointed by 
President Truman, judged the promise of renewable 

: energy sources to be greater than that of nudear power 
for meeting energy needs and preventing economic 

: dislocations due to disruptions in foreign oil supply. But 
shortly thereafter, the US government chose to ignore 

: that recommendation in favor of pursuing nuclear power, 
largely as part of its Cold War propaganda campaign. 

: It is well past the time when Cold War dreams of 
plutonium as a "magical" energy source should have 

. been abandoned in favor of renewable energy sources 
and technologies that will dramatically change the 

. efficiency of energy conversion and use. These tech- 
nologies should be pursued with the same detennina- 

. tion as nuclear energy was in the fust decades of the 
' Cold War. This time, it is a race against time. There 
. are many indications, such as the increased frequency 
: of severe climatic events, that the world is not yet on a 

course to win the battle against global warming. 
: It is imperative that powerful governments set aside 
. the pork-barrel plutonium projects with which they 

SCIENCE FOR DEMOCRATIC ACTION 

' have so long fed the nuclear establishment. A firm 
. ; . commitment of public resources to purchase wind ' .  

power, fuel cell powered vehicles and stationary fuel , 

. cell sources, solar energy, and cogeneration for public . 
' buildings is needed by the countries with large fossil ; 
. fuel and/or nuclear power proprams. The best institu- , 

tional vehicle for the acquisition of these technologies : 
. is for governments to adopt procurement policies that I 

: will provide a steady market for them, while encourag- j 
. ing competition that will enable a decrease in costs ~. 
1 over time. 
. The US government needs to take far greater 
: leadership than it has done, because the United States is 1 

by far the largest emitter of carbon dioxide, the largest . 
: generator of nuclear energy, and the largest diplomatic : 

and financial influence in the world. Yet, so far, the US 
: government has failed to meet its commitments on the 

reduction of carbon dioxide emissions made at the 
: global environmental summit in 1992 and is not on f 

track to meet its obligations under the Kyoto Protocol - 
: (the global treaty to reduce carbon dioxide emissions - 

see SDA vol. 6 no. 3 - which remains to be ratified by 
: the United States Senate). In view of the promise of 

these technologies and of the need to play catch up as a . 

: result of these failures, an investment of five to ten 
biion dollars a year in renewable energy technologies, . 

: including efficient energy conversion using fuel cells, is : 
warranted. Much of this will be returned directly in the 

: form of reduced energy costs. dh : 
: 1 Based partly on Ajun Makhijani's Foreword to IEER's report on 
. wind eneqy by Marc Fioramti (see main article, page 1). 
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: Sustainable Technology Profile: Fuel Cells 
he US National Aeronautics and Space Adminis- 
tration (NASA) powers spacecraft with them. 
Computers at the F i s t  National Bank of Omaha 
get energy from them. Some of Chicago's public 

transit buses use them. 
- They are fuel cells. Fuel cells are electrochemical 
, devices that produce electrical power without combus- 

tion. They generate electricity chemically, much in the 
: manner that batteries do. But the chemicals that fuel 

cells use are elemental hydrogen and oxygen, and the 
product of the chemical reaction is water. Inputs such 
as natural gas can also be used, though, of course, 

: hydrocarbon fuels would generate some level of carbon 
dioxide emissions. 

Because fuel cells can be made higbly &dent and dean. 
they hold great promise as an environmentally sound 

. energy source that could help reduce penhouse gas 
- emissions and other pollution. The main obstacle to 
: widespread use of fuel cells is their high cost relative to : 

other devices for generating e l d u t y  or powering vehicles. . 

. History 
: The fust fuel cell was demonstrated by Sir Wi iam : 

Groves in 1839. Groves showed that the process of . 

: electrolysis - the splitting of water into hydrogen and : 
oxygen by the addition of an electric current - could . 

: be reversed. That is, hydrogen and oxygen could be : 
recombined chemically to produce electricity. 

SEE FUEL C E L L  O N  PAGE I1 . 

Mdphor*AtWThis is the most -=mnmidk E PanrM. m t l n g  effiuenc~es could reach 60%. One 
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C I E N C E  F 0 R T H E  C R I T I C A I .  M A S S E  

' FUEL CELL 
' FROM PAGE 10 

. A few scientists and engineers labored away at the : 
fuel cell after it was fust demonstrated, but the inven- . 

tion of the internal combustion engine and the develop- : 
ment of oil resource extraction infrastructure in the 

. latter part of the 19th century left fuel cell development : 
far behind. The expense of fuel cells further inhibited . 

. development. 
Fuel cell development received a boost in the 1950s . 

: when NASA turned to fuel cells to fd the need for a : 
compact electricity generator to power space missions. 

: As a result of the investment, the Apollo and Gemini : 
missions were powered by fuel cells, and today, the 

. Space Shuttle is powered by fuel cells. 
Fuel cells are still mostly experimental, but a few . 

. companies sell them commercially.' Only in the last : 
decade or so have signXcant advances been made in 

: commercial fuel cell technology. Some are highlighted. : 
on page 15. 

0 2  Y . .-4n) 

W O  

cYho*- .nod.- 
X$+4IT+Ia'  

W O  

L ataly*J 
Ovenll Reaction 

2H2+02* 2 H 2 0  

How a Fuel Cellwo6ks 

: Fuel cells are like batteries in that they produce 
electricity directly as a result of a chemical reaction. By . 

: contrast, internal combustion engines burn fuel and 
hence generate heat, which is then convexted to me- . At the anode, hydrogen dissociates into a mixture of : 

: chanical unless the beat in the exhaust gases is : protons and electrons. In some fuel cells, the electrodes . 

used in some way (for example, for heating or air are surrounded by a catalyst, usually made of platinum : 
or some other precious metal, which facilitates this : conditioning), internal combustion engines are quite 

inefficient. For instance, the efficiency of fuel cells for . dissociation: 

. use in vehicles, now under development, is expected to 2 H , = = > 4 H t + 4 e -  
be more than double that of current typical gasoline 

. engines in cars. 
Although both batteries and fuel cells produce 

. electricity by electrochemical means, they serve two 
very diierent functions. A battery is an energy storage 

. device: the electricity that it generates is the result of a 
chemical reaction of material that is already stored 

. inside. A fuel cell does not store energy, but converts a 
: part of the energy in an externally supplied fuel into 
. electricity. In this respect, the fuel cell is more l i e  a 
: conventional power plant. 

There are several different types of fuel cells (see 
: box on page 10). The simplest fuel cell consists of a 
. special membrane, known as an electrolyte. Powdery 
: electrodes are deposited on the two opposite surfaces of 
. the membrane. This arrangement - an electrolyte 
: surrounded by two electrodes - comprises an indi- 

vidual cell. Hydrogen is added to one side (the anode), 
: and oxygen (air) is added to the other (the cathode). At 

ay( . each electrode, different chemical reactions take place 
: (see diagram, on this page). 

SCIENCE FOR DEMOCRATIC ACTION 

H, = diatomic hydrogen molecule.the form of 
hydrogen in hydmgen gas 

H+ = ionized hydrogen. i.e.. a pmton , + 

e = an electmn 

: The key to the fuel cell is that the electrolyte allows 
protons to flow through it (toward the cathode), but not 

. electrons. The electrons flow through an external 
pathway to the cathode. This movement of electrons . 

. constitutes an electric current, which can be used to : 
drive a device external to the fuel cell, sucb as an 
electric motor or light bulb. Such a device goes by the 
generic term "load." 

. At the cathode side of the fuel cell, the protons 
: (which have traveled through the electrolyte) and 
. electrons (which have traveled through the external 
1 load) are "reunited" and react with supplied oxygen, , 

. forming water, H20: 

SEE FUEL CELL O N  PAGE 12 
ENDNOTES ON PAGE I S  
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FUEL CELL 
FROM PAGE I I 

The overall reaction in the fuel cell is: 
2 H, + 0,==> 2 H*O. 

Fuel cells operate using hydrogen fuel and oxygen 
from the air. The hydrogen can be supplied directly or 
by extracting it from an external supply of fuel l i e  
natural gas, gasoline, or methanol. When the source is 
not hydrogen itself, it needs to be chemically converted 
in order to extract the hydrogen -a process called 
"reforming."2 Hydrogen can also be produced from 
ammonia, alternative resources such as gas from 
landfdls and wastewater treatment plants, and by water 
electrolysis, which uses electricity to split hydrogen and 
oxygen elements.3 Most vehicle fuel cell technology 
currently uses methanol. 

Various means have been developed to reform fuel 
into hydrogen for fuel cells. The US Department of 

: Energy developed a fuel processor that works within a : 
vehicle to reform gasoline to provide hydrogen to an . 

. on-board fuel cell.' A compact fuel reformer, one-tenth 
the size of current units, was demonstrated by re- 

: searchers at Pacific Northwest National Laboratory in : 
the US. Northwest Power Systems and Sandia National 
Laboratory have demonstrated a fuel reformer that 
converts diesel into hydrogen for fuel cells." 

: Individual fuel cells generate about 0.7 to 1.0 volts 
each. To create higher voltages, cells are "stacked," that . 

: is, connected in series. To create larger currents, sets of : 
stadted cells are connected in parallel. C o m b i i g  the . 

: fuel cell stacks with a fuel processor, air supply, cooling : 
system, and controls creates a fuel cell engine. The 

: engine can power a vehicle, stationary power plant, or : 
portable power generator.6 Fuel cell engine sizes vary . 

: depending on the application, type of fuel cell, and fuel : 
SEE FUEL CELL O N  PAGE I 3  

E N D N O T E S  O N  PAGE I 5  ' 

EMISSIONS FROM H Y D R O G E N  FUEL CELL VEHICLES A N D  
BATTERY-POWERED ELECTRIC VEHICLES VERSUS C O N V E N T I O N A L  VEHICLES I 

Estimated percentage change in criteria pollutants and 
greenhouse gases, relative to baseline, projected for the p a r  2000' 

el Cell Electric Vehicle 

Fuel Cell or Battery-Powered -100 -100 -100 -100 -100 -100 
Elecuic Vehicle 
(hydrogen supplied direcrly 
from solar power) 

Source: Hydrosen Fuel Cell Vehicles. Briefmg Paper. Union of Concerned Scientists, Cambridge, Mass.. February 1995. 

a. Figures incarpaate direct missions from vehicles plus indirect emissions from production, storage, and distribution of fuels. 
b. Criteria pollutants are those regulated by the Clean Air Act: hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides, aulfur oxides, and particu- 

late matter. The health effects of those pollutants indude headaches, physiological stress, and resplatory damage. 
F Includes d hydrocarbons except methane. 
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. The cities of Chicago, Illinois, Vancouver, British - -  Columbia. and Oslo, Norway are conducting field trials 
: of public transport buses run on fuel cells. Alkaline 

fuel cell powered taxis are being tested on the streets of . 
. London.9 

Stationary applications of fuel cell technology are . 
: being demonstrated but are not widely commercially : 

available. The Fist National Bank of Omaha in 
: Nebraska uses a fuel cell system to power its computers : 

because the system is more reliable than the Bank's old i : world's one of grid-based largest commercial power backed fuel cell up system, by batteries.10 1.2 mega- The : 
Ballard Power Systems has chosen tramit buses as the : watts, will soon be installed in a mail-processing center 

. first transportation applicationfor itsfuel cell technology. . in uaska.l1 L~~~~~ computers, a sewage treatment 
BalIard's and the world'sjirstfuel cell-powered transit 

, . plant, and vending machines powered by fuel cells are : : bus went on the road in June 1993, a 32-foot transit bus . also being tested and demonstrated.12 
. with a 125 ho~sepower (90 kilowatt) Ballard@'fuel cell . 
: enginefireled by hydrogen . Pmsand Cons 

: Fuel cells have several benefits. While current 
. F U E L  CELL internal combustion engines have an efficiency of only . 

FROM PAGE 1 2  : 12%-15%, that of fuel cells is approximately 50%.13 
. used. AS an example, each of the four individual 200 . Fuel cells can also maintain their high efficiencies when . 
1 kilowatt stationary power plants at the bank in Omaha : run at a fraction of their rated capacity, a significant : 
. is about the size of a truck trailer.' advantage over gasoline engines. 

: The modular nature of fuel cells means that the 
. Applications capacity of a fuel cell power plant can be increased 

Fuel cells can be used to power both stationary and : simply by adding more stacks; this minimizes 
mobile devices. In response to tightening emissions underutilized capacity, allowing supply to be better . 

: standards in the US, auto manufacturers including : matched to demand. Because the efficiency of a set of : 
DaimlerChrysler, Toyota, Ford, General Motors, fuel cells is determined by the performance of the 

: Volkswagen, Honda, and Nisan are experimenting with : individual cells, small fuel cell power plants are as 
or demonstrating vehicles powered by fuel cells. The . efficient as large ones. Also, waste heat from stationary . 

: fust commercially-available fuel cell powered cars are : fuel cell systems can be used for space and water 
expected to hit the road in 2004 or 2005.8 heating, further increasing efficiency of energy use. . 

: A significant milestone in fuel cell technology was Fuel cells are virtually emissions-free. When fueled : 
rolled out in June 1993: Ballard Power System's 32-foot . by pure hydrogen, heat and pure water vapor are the . 

: demonstration transit bus powered by a 90 kilowatt . only by-products. In fact, Space Shuttle astronauts 
hydrogen fuel cell engine (see photograph above). Many . drink the water generated by on-board fuel cells.14 

: types and generations of fuel cell passenger vehicles . Other emissions depend on the source of the hydrogen : 
have been developed and operated since then using a ' supply. Using methanol results in zero emission of 

: variety of fuels. Three hydrogen fuel cell golf carts have . nitrogen oxides and carbon monoxide and very small 
been in use in Palm Desert, California, since late-1996. ' 

SEE FUEL CELL O N  PAGE 1 4  ' 

DNOTES O N  PAGE 

Ameriw Methand Institubs- W m  
Ballard Power Systems - MtpJlwww.ballard.com 
California Fuel Cell Partnership - MtpIIw.dtivingthefuture.or 

I D mbutea Power Coalman ofAmenc.3 - nrtpllwwwapc orgl Mrpdh*m,- 
Enegy Efficcenq and Renewable Energy Network LS Department U5 LdfaIuW Fud W Rogam - Wl 

of Energy- MtpJ /w .e ren .doe~wlRVh~r~ged  
Eumpean Fuel Cell Forum - MtpJ/www.eM,coml 
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.ELECTRIC VEHICLES, HYBRIDS,.4N,D fU,EL CELLS 

M ost e h k  vrhklep use a battery-powered izedsystemoptimize~themixof'pwerfromthe 
electric motor as a power source. The major conventional engine and the electric motor depending 
benefit of battery electric vehicles is zero upon. driving mnditions. Hybrid vehicles ate far mote . 

emissions from the tailpipe. However, they do efficient than c o n v e n w  gasoline-pbarWd.ura. 
gewrate emissions in other ways like at the power Major American auto manufacturer& are now 
plant during recharging and during the production &eloping production-feasible hyWd electric 
of the batteries, many of which contain toxic vehicles. Some an? collaborah on a prototype car 
materials. The batteries are also hesvy, must be that would use fLd cells to produce energy to run 
replaced every few years, and take hours to charge. the automob'ile's electrk motor. 
The performance of battery electric vehicles has 

SOUICCI: 
improved, but they're still far from being widely Humboldt State Uniwsity, Energy R w c b  Center, hnp:/ 
attractive. /wwwhumbaldt.edu/-dfaq.hbd, viewed October 1,1999; 

A hybrid $ectric &E cornb'mes two ~nrrcas of Information Please, nt http://~.infoplea8eecom/ip.l 
AOO04678.hbd.vimed Obober 1.1999; Fnpusntly,&kdQua- 

energy, such as a batfery-powered electric motor and a tiom (FAQ): Hypercam, Rocky Mountain Institute, http:// 
conventional internal mmbusth  engine. A computer- w,rmi.~rg/fq/hypaq.hbd, vkdOember  1,1999, Hybrid 

Car, Toyoh, http://~.toyota.com, viewedOctober 13.1999. 
- - . . - 

: F U E L  CELL : used in the near term to deliver a source of hydrogen in : . F R O M  PAGE 13  the form of gasoline, methanol, or natural gas. This 
: hydrocarbon emissions. Emissions increase going from : would eliminate the need for special hydrogen fueling ; 

hydrogen to methanol to gasoline, yet very low emis- . stations, but would require vehicles to have an on-board . 
: sions would still be achieved using gasoline.ls In any : reformer to convert fossil fuels to hydrogen. The A case, displacing today's conventional internal combus- - disadvantage of this approach is that it requires the use . 
: tion engines for fuel cells would result in a net decrease : of fossil fuels and thus results in carbon dioxide 

of CO, and nitrogen oxide emissions. (See table on emissions. Methanol, currently the leading contender, . 
: emissions, page 12) : creates fewer emissions than gasoline but would require : 

Fuel cells offer added flexibility to energy infrastruc- . bigger on-board tanks since it takes up twice as much . 
: tures, creating opportunities for distributed generation : room for the same energy content.17 

(multiple decentralized sources of energy, which can . Unlike fossil fuel delivery systems, solar and wind 
. reduce transmission losses) and off-grid markets electricity systems (which use electricity to create hydro- , 

(particularly beneficial for remote or rural areas without . gen and oxygen from water) and direct photo-mnversion . 
: access to electricity lines). Fuel cells could allow systems (which use semiconductor materials or enzymes to : 

individual residences or neighborhoods to generate produce hydrogen) could provide a source of hydrogen 
most of their own power, and in the process greatly : without requiring a reforming step, thus without the 
increase energy efficiency. emissions of methanol or gasoline fuel cells. The hydrogen . 

Fuel cells offer increased reliability and high-quality . could be stored and reconverted to electricity in a fuel cell : 
power. They are durable, have no movable parts, and . when needed. In the long term, coupling fuel cells with . 

. generate a steady output of energy such renewable energy sources is likely to be an effective : 
1 However, further development is needed on fuel cell . strategy for providing an efficient, environmentally mund 
. technology to improve performance, reduce costs, and and versatile source of energy. 

thus make fuel cells competitive with other energy IEER recommends that local, state, and federal 
technologies. It should be noted that when considering . governments devote some of their vehicle procurement : 

; costs of energy technologies, comparisons should be based : budgets to fuel cell powered vehicles and to stationary . 
on all aspects of technology performance, including capital . fuel cell systems to provide electricity and heat to some 

: operating costs, emissions of pollutants, power quality, : of their new or existing buildings. This will encourage 
durability, decommissioning, and f l d i t y .  . development of a vital technology and reduce green- . 

While hydrogen gas is the best fuel, the infrastruc- : house gas emissions. 
ture or vehicle base for this does not yet exist. Existing . 

.* . 
: fossil fuel delivery systems (gas stations, etc.) could be ; S E E  F U E L  CELL O N  PAGE I S  r ?  ' 

ENDNOTES ON PAGE I S  ' 
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S C I E N C E  F O R  T H E  C R I T I C A L  M A S S E S  

RECENT ADVANCI 

road btwm XWl md 2003. Thc Rrtnsrship &o 
pluu to build t.am hydmga fu* *tima in 
c-. 

-b--*tbeU9 
d E ~ ~ t p a r & P h a m r a s t , h ~ S S O  

million. Tha govalmunts of 
Cernuayuc~~matin(lfuef 
witb tM medifa, km-hiaca 

- FUEL CELL : FROM PAGE I4 

1 Sch.trEnqy R d  Center website, Humbold1 State UnivemiW, 
. h t t p : / / ~ h ~ t c d u / - d f a q . w , v i o r r d O a o b e r  1.1999. 

. 2 An &tal M cell that runs directly on n d  gss (MB re- 
cently dwdopd by e d team at Northvmtmn Uniweity, near - Chicago, lllinob (Source: Fwls Call Tochnolog~ Up&. Fvpl CeUs - 2000,September 1999, h n p : / / m . M & o ~ g ) .  

: 4 C+ Fwl Roorrrafm AubnWiw Fuel Glb. U.S. Departmat 
of En- Padc N o h u t  National Lpboramry, Apd 1, 1999. 

. hnp://aranu.pnl.gov/mi~0~1hl/fuUmerm/mmpfuelpro~.html, 

N FUEL CELIS 

Two aunpani~lie4, FuclCM Energy (formerly 
&hn) p11d Bath ire@ 

t o d e r d o g a f u c l d m  
plsnt far Csefctw-a a E d m  app* 

: 14 JorSchwarcz, "Hydmgm, theFirst Element: Wh.taBl~1," Wash- ' 

, ington Post, %mnber 8,1999, page HI, H6. 

: m%rta: &ism, W 285. Na %27,30July1999.p 684. 
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D e a r  A r j u n  

Dear Ajun, There are other sets of exposed populations. First, 
What is LNTH and will it make me bener? everyone is exposed to natural background radiation. 

-Baffled in Buffalo : There are also varying levels of exposure to indoor 
radon, which depends on house construction and on the . 

: Dear Baffled, : region in which homes are located. The difficulty is that : 
In olden times, LNTH was an acronym for Lavish . everyone is also exposed to many other risk factors, 

: Neighborhood of Troy in Hellas, which is the Greek . ' including natural and man-made environmental risks. : 
word for Greece. The famous Helen of Troy lived diet, and heritable factors. Since there is a substantial rate . 

: there, but she ran off to Paris and Troy has never been : of cancer due to all these other factors, it is very difficult : 
the same since. to extricate the risks explicitly attributable to exposure to . 

] In the nuclear establishment, LNTH stands for : low-levels of man-made radiation, such as nuclear bomb : 
: Linear No-Threshold Hypothesis. It is a hypothesis . fallout or radiation exposure in the workplace. 

that is used in regulatory practice to assess the cancer In this discussion we define cancer risk (R) as the 
risk of low-level radiation. Low-level radiation is expected value of the number of cases of cancer for a . 

; defined as a level of radiation dose that does not : given radiation dose (D). Note that the risk of cancer 
- produce short-term observable effects like skin rash, . incidence is about 50% greater than the risk of a fatal . 
: vomiting, or high white blood cell count. Such observ- : cancer. The various hypotheses discussed here do not : 

able (or somatic) effects are produced when a substan- . specify a level of risk; they only deal with the shape of . 
tial radiation dose is delivered in a short time. Most the curve that describes the risk in relation to doae.2 

- somatic effects occur at doses of 100 rem or more, (See the equations in the footnote.) There are other 
though white blood cell count changes occur at far : factors involved in risk determination including age and : . lower doses. The sex of the exposed person. Risk also wries by type of . 

1 same dose delivered : cancer. Specifically, risk factors for leukemia are 
over a period of ?be bm bY~Othbdi~. . ,  $wed . calculated separately from risks of solid tumors, such as . A 

; weeks or months : lung cancer and breast cancer. 
would not produce a of The LNT hypothesis has been the commonly 

: readily observable ~ ? p 0 ~ ~ e  it): Pdl.~ibn, 110 : (though not universally) accepted way of extrapolating : 
effects, except at the the risk of exposures at relatively high-levels to that at . 

: cellular level. Yet it UIEttbP bog $adlt fib! : lower levels. The hypothesis states that a given incre- : 
could increase the ment of exposure to radiation, no matter how small. . 

: risk of diseases ~ t o ? a ~  th'e ~~~@ i n o r b f l ~ ~ t  : ,, produce the ,, hcrement of risk. So i fa  
: (stochastic effects), 01 ~uc(lr risk. person has a certain risk of getting cancer at one rem of . 
. of which cancer is : exposure, his cancer risk would be doubled for an 

the most studied.' exposure of two rem, and halved at 0.5 rem. Further, if . 
: Survivors of the Hiroshima and Nagasaki nuclear : ten people collectively got one rem, their collective risk : 

bombings have been intensively studied to estimate would be the same as that of one person being exposed . 
: cancer risk. This has been a huge effort - more than : to one rem. 

75,000 people have been studied for over 50 years - Collective population exposure is expressed as 
which is continuing. The estimates of cancer risk used : person-rern, which is the sum of all individual expo- : 
in regulatory practice are largely based on the study of . sues in a population. From an estimate of collective . 
these survivors. However, since the survivors received . dose, one can then apply a constant risk factor to get a : 
rather large doses, and since their radiation dose was ' statistical estimate of the number of additional cancers . 

. received over a very short period, extrapolating the risks . that would result from that exposure. In US regulatory : 
: to low dose levels delivered over long periods of time 

' practice it is common to assume that the risk of a fatal . 

. has proved controversial and diicult. Moreover, some . cancer in a population equals about one excess fatal . 
: researchers, notably the British physician, Alice : cancer for every 2,500 person-rem of exposure. Figure , 

Stewart, and her colleagues, have pointed out that the . 1 shows the LNT hypothesis. 
: long-term survivors were probably among the healthier : There are other hypotheses about the shape of the , 

. people to start with and this complicates extrapolation . dose-response curve. The most common alternative no- . 
: of cancer risk to the general population from the S E E  WHAT IS LNTH? O N  PAGE 1 7  ' 

n 
survivor group. E N D N O T E S  O N  PAGE I 0  ' 
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in the united 

' WHAT IS LNTH? 
, FROM PAGE I 6  

. threshold hypothesis is the "linear-quadxatic" hypoth- 
1 esis. According to this, there is a risk term that is 
. directly proportional to the dose (the linear term) and : 
: another proportional to the square of the dose (the 

quadratic term). Figure 2 illustrates a quadratic depen- . 

: dence of risk on dose (zero linear term). 
There are those who believe that there must be a 

: threshold below which there is no increase in cancer 1 
risk. They argue that some toxic materials exhibit such . 

: thresholds and that radiation has one too. Such thresh- : 
olds may derive, for instance, from the ability of the . 

: body to repair damage caused by lower doses of 
radiation. Figure 3 shows a threshold hypothesis with a 

: linear risk response for doses higher than a threshold of : 
T rem. However, it has been pointed out that since 

: human beings are already exposed to natural radiation : 
as well as other natural and artificial exposures that 

. stress the body's repair system, the linear no-threshold . 
hypothesis may, in any case, apply to radiation doses : 

t 
: imposed by human activities because they are incre- . 

ments to other exposures. Hence, for the purposes of ' 

estimating the risks from human activities, the LNT . 
hypothesis could still be valid and is a sound basis for : 

. public health protection. 
There is also some evidence from recent experiments : 

that low doses may produce a higher level of risk per . 
. unit of dose.3 This is known as the supra-linear 

hypothesis, and is shown by Figure 4. 
SEE WHAT IS LNTH? O N  PAGE 18 

ENDNOTES ON PAGE 18 , 
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Figure I:  Linear No-Threshold hypothesis 

Figure 2: Quadntic Dose response 

Figure 3:Threshold hypothesis 

Figure 4: Supralinear hypothesis 
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: WHAT I S  LNTH? : non-cancer effects and synergistic effects that are not 1 
. F R O M  PAGE 17 vet well researched some are not vet researched at all. . 

Finally, there is the "hormesis" hypothesis, accord- 
. ing to which a small amount of radiation could produce 

some beneficial health effects, by stimulating the 
immune system for instance. The main evidence put 

* forward for this has been from experiments on mice. 
According to a summary of the evidence for the 
hormesis effect, compiled by Charles Waldren, a high 
dose of radiation produced fewer mutations in some 
circumstances if preceded by a dose in the 1 to 20 rem 
range. This supposed protective effect does not appear 
at lower or hieher doses, however, and lasts onlv for 

Finally, some of the potentially affected groups are 
among the most vulnerable to the ill effects of exposure 
(see letter, page 3). Stringent regulations based on a 
linear no-threshold hypothesis provide a modicum of 
protection for non-cancer risks and to vulnerable 
groups, until such effects can be carefully researched. . 

There are therefore sound reasons to continue to use 
the linear no-threshold hypothesis for reylatory 
purposes. When the questions such as the ones we have ' 

raised are answered properly, there will time enough for - 
discussion about revising standards. .a$ 1 

about a day, after which it disappears. Such a homesis : Low-level arising fmm alpha partides is called : 
effect, even if it exists in humans, has no public health . ear-energy transfer radiation" (high LET radiation). Its effects per . 

: significance, especially in view of the evidence for other : unit of dose are more severe than f o r m  rays and beta radiation 
. 

, (which is "low LET" radiation). Adding up the effects fram these 1 long term risks produced by doses of a few rem.' . two different types of radiation poses a diRicult scientific question, . 
The vast maioritv of work on radiation risk has been . which we are not addressine in this brief d e l e .  

focused on cancer. There are a number of other potential 
risks (see letter on page 3). It is possible that non-cancer 
risks could, at least for some people and in some circum- 
stances, be more severe than cancer risks. 

Many of those who have put forth arguments for the 
threshold and hormesis hypotheses have also been 
arguing for a relaxation of current radiation protection 

. regulations.5 This would be highly inappropriate for 
several reasons. Fist, there is considerable uncertainty 

1 about the health effects of low-level radiation. It is 
sound public health practice in such circumstances for 

: regulations to err on the side of being more stringent. 
Second, the risk of radiation has, over the decades, been 
consistently revised upward. Even though that might 
not continue indefdtely, it is reason enough not to 

. relax standards or to discard the LNT hvwthesis. 

2 The various hypotheses for cancer risk can be mathematically ex- : : pressedanfoUowa: 

LNTH: R = k*D, where R is the cancer risk, k is same 
proportionality constant, and D is the radiation dose in m 

Linear risk with a threshold dose T: R= 0 for D<T 
and R = k*(D-T) for D>T 

Linear quadratic model (no threshold): R = k,D + k,D2where : 
k,and lqare the linear and quadratic risk &dents, mspeoivel~ . 
Supra-linm hypothe& (nothrPshold): R = k*D, whae O< n < 1. . 

The shape of the nwe. cxe determined by these general equations. - 
- The values of the risks at various doses depend on the d u e s  of the . 
' parameters k. T and n (as applicable). For further details w d i n g  . 

the LNTH and linear quadratic models, see Cammitke on Biologi- ' 

cal Effects of Ionizing Radiation. Hedth Effelccts of Exposure to Low- 1 
. h e l r  of ionizing Radiation (BEIR Vj, National Research Council, . 

Washingtan DC. 1990. Chapter 4. 

: 3 Brenner, D., "Did Radiobiology Play a Useful Role in the Recent : 
. BEIR VI Report!". Abstract in Radiation Research, Vol. 161. Janu- . . . 

: Third, there is evidence that the response to radiation . 1999,pp. 95-96. 

varies widely among individuals. Standards should be : 4 Waldren. C., ''Adaptive Response. Genomic Instability, and By- ' 
stander Effecb,'' talk given to the BEIR VII committee meeting at : set to protect the more vulnerable populations. Fourth, . the National Academy of Sciences. Washin@n, DC, September 3, . 

. even if there is a threshold, it is important to remember . 1999. 

' that regulations are about additions to radiation. The 1 5 Jawarawski. A,, "Radiation Risk and Ethi~8,~~Physim Vol. 52. ' 

linear no-threshold hypothesis would still be appropri- . No. 9. September 1999, pp. 24-29. Jaworowski suggests a 10-fold : 
increase in the allowed radiation dose ( h m  100 millirem to 1 ran . : ate to assess excess cancer risk - that is the risk imposed : per year) before ,,radiation-pmteaionauthOrities berequLed , 

by incremental radiation doses. Fi, there are many . to intervenem (p. 29). 
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Shar~en Your technical skills with Dr. EBBhead's 1% = + e m i t  P u z z l e r  

: Gamma Does Dose and Risk 
amma, Dr. Egghead's dog, has just learned some b) Is it possible that certain persons in the town 
new equations on calculating cancer risk from 1 would receive more or less than the average dose? 
exposure to radiation. Because his paws are too . 
big to operate a calculator he needs your help in : RtPk OTcsntsr h m  cfwen 

doing some sample calculations. Gamma has decided to . Remember that a person-sievert is a signal to the 
: use the linear no-threshold hypothesis in all the reader that more than one person is involved. If 0.05 

calculations. sievert were delivered to a population of 100, then the 
: population dose would be 5 person-sieverts, 

Population, Doses: 
4) BEIR V cites a risk of 0.08 fatal cancers per person- Remember that a population dose is the sum of doses 

received bv all the individuals in a ~o~ula t ion .  Po~ula- sievert when the dose is delivered at once. - - 
. tion dose is sometimes called "collective" dose and is a) What term is used to describe the number 0.08? 
: measured in units of person-rem or person-sievert. 

b) How many sieverts would be needed to produce 
. 1) People in a large town of 100,000 are exposed to a . one fatal cancer in a ~ooulation? - .  

dose of 1 rem each. What is the population dose? 
c) If the population is 100,000 and the number of 

: 2) People in a bustling city of 1 million are exposed to a fatal cancers due to man-made radiation is esti- : 
dose of 1 rem each. What is the collective dose? mated to be twenty, what was the average dose per 

3) a) The collective dose received by the citizens of a . person? 

town of 10,000 was 100,000 person-rem. What . d) If the population is 100,000 and is exposed to 0.1 Sv 
was the average dose per person? per person, what is the estimate of the number of 

fatal cancers? (The annual dose limit for the general 
public for non-medical radiation is 0.001 Sv) 

5) If the Dose Rate Effectiveness Factor (DREF, see box : 
on page 17) for low dose rates is assumed to be 2, and 
the unadjusted cancer risk is 0.08 fatal cancers/ 
person-Sv, what is the adjusted risk? I I rem =0.0 1 sieverts (Sv) 

person-siewt = (p~labon s i i )  x (dose (Sv) per penon) 

1 Answers to  Atomic Puzzler, SDA vol. 7 no. 4. July 1999,"Gamma's Cross-word Puzzle" 

I : I ACROSS: 

- u- ... - .... =. ~ - -- 

- 'I; 
I .  bitumen I I. granite 16. plutonium 2, Italy 6.ANDRA 10, vitrification 16. phosgene : 

. 3.tank 12. OSHA I7.TWA 4. shale 7. NlOSH 13. strontium 
8. injection I5.WER 18.Vienne 5. CTBT 9. NATO 14. HEU 

S end us your completed atomic puzzler via fax (301-270-3029), e-mail (ieer@ieer.org), or regular mail 
(IEER 6935 Laurel Ave., Suite 204. Takoma Park, MD 20912 USA), postmarked by December 17, 1999. 
IEER will award a maximum of 25 prizes of $10 each to people who send in a completed puzzle (by the 

deadline), right or wrong. There is one $25 prize for a correct entry, to be drawn at random if more than one 
correct answer is submitted. International readers submitting answers will receive a copy of IEER's 1999 
report, Wind Power Versus Plutonium: An Examination of Wind Energy Potential and a Comparison of Offshore 
Wind Energy to Plutonium Use in Japan, in lieu of a cash prize, due to exchange rates. 
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3 It mars to increase your Jaraon mower with 
D r .  E i i h e a d  

I. LNTH 
: a. Acronym for the Lance Throwing contest in th@ 

Olympics held by King Arthur. 
: b. What angry spouses sometimes call each other, short 

for Low-down No-good Two-timing Horseface. 
c. 'Lets No one Turn their Head,' a modern device 

. prescribed by chiropractors to temporarily stabiie 
the necks of whiplash sufferers. 

d. Linear No-Threshold Hypothesis, t h e g e n d y  accepted 
hypothii wed to explain the relationship between 
radiation exposure and cancer risk. Says that the effect is 

' proportional to the dose, that a given incment of 
radiation exposurr will &urn the same incrrment of 
cancerriskatanydose,howeverlaqeorsmall. 

: 1. Collective Dose 
. a. A misspelling of collective doze: a compulsory nap 
: required of pre-school children. 

b. A new program in which a given amount of liquor or 
: beer is equally distributed during college fraternity 
. parties in order to reduce excessive drinking by some 

c. A socialist-inspired term in which all doses of 
. medicine are equally distributed. 
: d. The summation of all doses received by all members of 
. a given population. Often expressed in units of person- 

sievert or person-rem. Also called population dose. 

3. Reforming 
: a. What the US Congress unanimously supports doing 

with campaign finance laws. 
: b. In gourmet restaurants, what is done to discarded or : 
. uneaten food before it is re-served. 
: c. The work done by plastic surgeons. 
. d. The process by which hydrogen is extracted from a . 

substance, l i e  methanol or gasoline, for use in a ; 
fuel cell. 

4. Electrolyte 
. a. A Greek demi-goddess with whom Zeus fell in love. : 

b. A politician's misspelling of electorate. 
: c. Title of a song from Chronic Town, the musical group ' 

R.E.M.'s first album. 
d. A key component of a fuel cell which allows protons . 

. but not electrons to flow through it. 

. 5. Breeder reactor 
: a. A reactor in which infertile couples are placed. 

b. A modern version of a chicken farm. 
c. A holiday spot in Germany. 

. d. A reactor that is designed to produce more fissile 
: material than it consumes; also sometimes called "fast . 
. reactor" since most breeder reactors use fast neutrons . 
: for sustaining the nuclear chain reaction. 

The Institute for Energy and 
Environmental Research 
6935 Laurel Avenue. Suite 204 
Takoma Par(<, MD 20912 
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